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INTRODUCTION 
Flexibility, player agency, and divergent outcomes are often hallmarks of engaging           
game narrative. However, one genre must combine a fixed outcome and two parallel             
storylines while still maintaining compelling player input: detective stories. In these           
games, the outcome of one arc—that of the crime—is fixed, while the arc of the               
player's story of discovery must still end at a single, predefined outcome. If the              
gameplay is too complex or confusing, players have difficulty progressing through the            
game. Gameplay that is too straight-forward or obvious in its puzzle-solving,           
however, lacks the challenge needed for players to feel accomplished. As such, critics             
argue that games with detective plots are not narratively flexible enough for a player              
to feel in control of their gameplay experience (Ogilive 2018). To combat this issue,              
certain games have integrated science fiction elements into their storyworlds to           
increase the player’s sense of agency and the immediacy of the problem-solving            
process.  
 
To analyze the current state of player choice in the genre blend of detective and               
science fiction (sci-fi), I will study two games with gameplay segments dedicated to             
crime scene investigation: Trauma Team (Atlus 2010) and Detroit: Become Human           
(Quantic Dream 2018). These two games, while incorporating characters and tropes           
associated with traditional detective arcs, work in different ways; Trauma Team is            
unilinear, containing a single narrative pathway (as defined by Domsch 2013), while            
Detroit: Become Human is particularly noted for being “non-unilinear.” However,          
both games incorporate sci-fi elements to expand the available number of player            
choices. This study aims to identify what mechanics are used in both branching             
(non-unilinear) and non-branching (unilinear) detective games to increase player         
engagement in reconstructing an existing narrative. 
 
Context 
In order to better understand the two-arc structure of detective stories and their             
function in games, I reviewed both literary analyses of detective fiction and the             
concepts of video game agency. Detective fiction, unlike other genres of literature,            
innately has a double-plot structure. According to narratologist Peter Hühn (1987),           
the crime itself acts as one story, while the novel’s actual plot revolves around              
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discovering the gaps in that story. Literary critics of the detective genre often cite the               
five codes of narrative, developed by narratologist Roland Barthes (1970) in his work             
S/Z. In terms of detective novels, the hermeneutic code is the most relevant, which he               
describes as an element that is not explained to the reader, creating an enigma that               
must be decoded. Barthes breaks this down into ten different stages that cover each              
step in the problem-solving arc, from initial understanding of the enigma to disclosing             
the true nature of the enigma. 
 
In terms of games, this strict narrative structure should intertwine with how the player              
controls the narrative. Player agency, Murray (1997) notes, “…is the satisfying power            
to take meaningful action and see the results of our decisions and choices” (123). In a                
game, agency is not merely the opportunity to make a choice that is important but the                
possibility of that choice having an actual impact on the game itself. The illusion of               
agency, however, is when a game allows players to act on the system by choosing               
specific actions, but these actions only lead to a single outcome (Stang 2019). True              
agency, which is commonly found in branching, choice-based games, lets players           
directly impact a narrative and change its course.  
 
Study 
To better categorize the different types of gameplay mechanisms, I identified key            
mechanics of the problem-solving processes in these two games. These mechanics           
appear in three central points of the investigation process, which I broke into the              
“discovery,” “analysis,” and “resolution” categories. I then aligned these categories          
with the stages of Barthes’s hermeneutic code to better understand the distribution of             
these codes across the narrative arc (see Table 1). 

 
 Discovery Analysis Resolution 

Gameplay 
Mechanic 

Autopsy, Crime 
Scene 
Investigation, 
Testimonials 

Checklists, 
Assistant, 
Dialogue Options 
(D:BH), Evidence 
Cards (TT)  

Multiple Choice 
Questions, End 
States (D:BH), 
Quick Time 
Events (D:BH) 

Narrative Code  
(Barthes) 

Thematization, 
Proposal, Snare 

Formulation, 
Promise of an 
Answer, 
Equivocation, 
Jamming 

Suspended 
Answer, Partial 
Answer, 
Disclosure 

Table 1: Coding schematic for game mechanics as vehicles of narrative in Detroit: 
Become Human (D:BH) and Trauma Team (TT) 
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Both games also incorporate science fiction or technological elements, like          
3D-rendered autopsies and instant DNA readings from scanned items, to enable a            
better sense of agency. To further identify trends between narrative, setting, and            
agency, I added two categories to each coded segment of gameplay: sci-fi integration             
and type of agency (see Table 2).  
 

Mechanic Category Narrative 
Code 

Sci-Fi 
Integration 

Player 
Agency 

Gameplay 
mechanic  

Discovery, 
Analysis, or 
Resolution 

One of ten of 
Barthes’ 
hermeneutic 
codes 

Does the 
mechanic 
integrate 
elements of 
the game’s 
setting? 

Illusory, true, 
or 
choice-based 
agency 
 
 
 
 

Table 2: Applied coding mechanism combining narrative code, setting, and agency 

I analyze these two games because of their similar narrative settings but differing             
gameplay frameworks. These two games use different techniques to increase the           
sense (or illusion) of player agency and alter how these methods are used as vehicles               
for narrative. After completing close readings of these games, I will use the data to               
answer the following questions: (1) what are the differences between linear sci-fi            
crime games (e.g. Trauma Team) and non-linear sci-fi crime games (e.g. Detroit:            
Become Human) in terms of using the reconstruction of a crime as a functioning,              
player-controlled narrative? (2) how does the science fiction setting influence the           
gameplay mechanics used? (3) how do gameplay mechanics in sci-fi crime games act             
as vehicles for narrative? 

I will apply this coding scheme to chapters from each game: The “Locked-Room             
Mystery” forensics chapter from Trauma Team, and the narratively-connected         
“Partners” and “Interrogation” chapters of Detroit: Become Human. By addressing          
both the narrative and the mechanics while coding, I will be able to identify how               
narrative operates as a gameplay mechanic itself rather than a passive piece of game              
design. Combining narratological and ludological approaches through a coding         
schematic gives us a better understanding of how these two lenses can work together              
to produce a holistic overview of gameplay experience.  
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